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PROLOGUE

In today's world, instability is a common occurrence. Economic, political,
social, and environmental issues are constantly emerging, causing uncertainty
and unpredictability in our lives.

The world is in a state of turmoil. Everywhere you look, there are signs of strife and
struggle. From the political unrest and economic uncertainty to the ongoing impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic, it feels like there is no end in sight.

The climate crisis is also a major concern, with the increasing frequency and severity of
natural disasters serving as a stark reminder of the dire state of our planet. And despite
progress in some areas, social inequality remains a persistent and pervasive issue, with
certain groups of people facing discrimination and disadvantage due to factors such as
race, gender, and socio-economic status.
In the Crypto world, we have seen what happened with CEX and realized how
dangerous centralization can be. I also understood how important
transparency is today.
Despite the difficulties, there is still hope. There are those who are working tirelessly to
bring about positive change and to create a better future for all.
Blockchain technology has the potential to revolutionize the way we live and
work, but until now, we have only scratched the surface of what is possible.
There are many exciting and innovative ways that blockchain can be used to
create more efficient, secure, and decentralized systems.
This is an exciting time for the future and we are just beginning to see the full extent of
what it can do.



WHY RYOBU ?

I was struck with an idea that kept nagging at me until it was brought to fruition. You
may not be familiar with me at this point, but this experience will shake up our lives.

I was a solitary and maybe autistic individual who had always struggled to make friends
and have a social life. I had always felt isolated and disconnected from the world around
me, despite my best efforts to reach out and connect with others.

As a long-time enthusiast of the cryptocurrency world, I have always dreamed of a truly
transparent and pure community as new family. Throughout my time in this space, I
have seen numerous projects come and go, some with good intentions and others with
questionable motives.
I believe that it is time for a change in the way we approach cryptocurrency projects.
That is why I am dedicated to creating an experience that prioritizes transparency and
purity above all else.

My goal is to build a community that is based on trust, honesty, and a commitment to
upholding the values that we hold dear. I want to create a space where individuals can
come together to discuss and collaborate on the future without any hidden agendas or
ulterior motives.

To achieve this, I have implemented a number of measures to ensure that our
experience remains as transparent as possible. I believe that by fostering an open and
transparent group of people, we can create an ecosystem that truly has the best
interests of its users at heart. I hope that you will join us on this journey and become a
part of something truly special.

I created Ryobu as a kitsune, also known as the fox spirit, has long been revered in
Japanese folklore as a symbol of wisdom, intelligence, and cunning.

Despite their mischievous nature, kitsune are also known for their loyalty and protective
nature, especially when it comes to those they care about.
They are deeply compassionate creatures, and they are always ready to lend their aid
to those in need.
So let us celebrate these fascinating and multifaceted creatures.
Ryobu, Created To Last.



THE GENESIS.

Build slowly is important to gives us the opportunity to establish a solid foundation and
set the tone for future growth.

It gives us time to fine-tune our plan and processes, and to build a strong and resilient
community that can withstand the challenges that may come its way.

Ryobu is designed for all types of portfolios and financial goals. We have seen what
Shiba have been able to achieve, and I want to go even further by educating and
exploring what the world of crypto has to offer.

After deploying the ERC20 contract on the Ethereum blockchain, 25% of the tokens will
be allocated to Vitalik Buterin, and 25% will go to the Grand Patron of Digital Art :
Cozomo De Medicis. The remaining 50% will be allocated to the liquidity pool on
Uniswap.

I believe that this exciting ecosystem is for everyone, regardless of their background or
level of expertise. That's why I am bringing together a diverse range of people, from
seasoned investors to beginners, from well-known names in the crypto world to artists
and enthusiasts. By fostering this sense of community and inclusivity, we hope to drive
innovation and discover what is truly possible.

Our project is built on a foundation of innovation and experimentation. We are
constantly seeking out new technologies and ideas, and we encourage our community
to do the same. Whether you are a beginner looking to learn more about crypto or a
seasoned expert with innovative ideas to share, Ryobu is about to be a part of an open
experience.



GROWTH PHILOSOPHY
It can be tempting to want to rush things and seek immediate results. However, it's
important to remember that some things need time to develop and grow. This is
especially true for experiences, which need time to fully unfold and reach their
maximum potential.

By taking the time to savor each moment and fully enjoy the experience, you ensure the
creation of lasting memories and the building of strong bonds with others.

Despite any setbacks or challenges that may have arisen, Shiba was able to thrive and
achieve great success thanks to its strong foundation. This serves as a reminder that
when we take the time to properly plan and execute the wision, we set ourselves up for
long-term success and the ability to weather any storms that may come our way.

I put organic growth at the center of our development, through our own efforts, rather
than through external means such as acquisitions or mergers.
Often a tremendous amount of money is spent on marketing, influencers, partnerships,
ads and so on. All this have rarely created a lasting growth.

A safe, clear, autonomous & transparent project speaks better than a thousand words.
Our 0 % Taxes tokenomics sets my mindset for this project. The best way to grow
organically is to propose something pure and intrinsically valuable.



TOKENOMICS

- To carry out this experiment, I have put in place a healthy foundation by creating a
simple Solidity code on Ethereum with 0% Tax for buys & sells.
- The liquidity will be burned (Locked Forever).
- There is no ownership to the contract as there are no functions to interact with.
For this reason there was no ownership created within the contract code. So there will
be no “renounce_ownership function” needed.

No one will never again be able to unlock or grant access to anything.
This symbolic destruction marks the end of any form of possession or control over
Ryobu.
It becomes a common good, accessible, and belonging to all.

The total supply: 1 000 000 000 000 000

50% will be allocated to Uniswap Liquidity when creating the pair.

50% will be sent to personalities as follow:
- 25% to Vitalik Buterin, creator of Ethereum
- 25% to Cosmo De Medicis, master of NFT’s

If the creator of Ethereum, Vitalik Buterin, one of the world's most influential NFT
Enthousiast, and a passionate and limitless community were to come together in a
group, the potential for innovation and creativity would be vast. The combination of
forces have the potential to make a significant impact on the world. Could lead to some
exciting and unexpected outcomes.
This is a foundation upon which a plan is being developed

As we don’t have transaction taxes loading up the LP. I strongly encourage all
community members to part and add liquidity to their RYOBU holdings. By doing
so, you will gain trading fees proportional to the size of your LP / pool.



DEFI & SECURITY AWARENESS

There are several rising challenges that face the security of cryptocurrencies:

Scammers become smarter every day, and as changes are implemented to online
services, scammers are always present, silently contemplating how they can exploit you
for your information.

To protect yourself from crypto scams, here are a few things you can do:

1. Be aware of common scams: Familiarize yourself with the most common types of
crypto scams, such as Ponzi schemes, phishing attacks, and fake ICOs.

2. Don't disclose your private keys: Your private keys are the keys to your
cryptocurrency wallets and should be kept secret at all times. Never share them with
anyone, as this can allow scammers to access your funds.

3. Verify the identity of the person or entity you are dealing with: Before sending any
cryptocurrency, make sure you are dealing with a legitimate person or entity.

4. Use a secure wallet: Choose a wallet that has strong security measures in place,
such as multi-factor authentication.

5. Use caution when downloading software or apps: Only download software or apps
from trusted sources, and be wary of downloading anything from an untrusted source,
as it may contain malware.

Overall, it is important for individuals and organizations to stay informed about the latest
threats to cryptocurrency security and to take steps to protect their holdings.

I cannot stress it enough: Not your keys, not your coins”.

Make sure to hold your cryptos on YOUR wallet and not just on a centralized platform.
Metamask is commonly the most safe and easy to use. That is why I recommend it to
buy $RYOBU TOKEN.



HOW TO BUY $RYOBU :

Contract adresse : 0X…..

Step 1 : Copy & paste the contract to add $RYOBU to your metamask

Step 2 : Make sure you have enough ETH to your wallet, to pay for gas fees and the
token itself

Step 3 : Go to uniswap, copy & paste the contract to find the $RYOBU token

Step 4 : Trade with 0,5% slippage

How to add liquidity :
https://support.uniswap.org/hc/en-us/articles/7423194619661-How-to-provide-liqui
dity-on-Uniswap-V3



CONCLUSION

You, the holders, will determine the outcome and the future of this experience.

“The sense of a community,
It's something we all need.
A source of love and support,
A place to feel complete.

It's not just about blood,
But the bonds that we create.
A sense of belonging,
A place where we feel safe.

It's where we learn and grow,
Where we laugh and we cry.
It's where we find our place,
And learn to say goodbye.

For community is more than just a word,
It's a feeling deep within.
It's the people we turn to,
When our hearts are filled with pain and joy”

Higashi Kunitaro


